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Down Down Down
Charlie Simpson

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             DOWN DOWN DOWN - Charlie Simpson
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Mono
Email: bowdowntothemono@hotmail.co.uk

Tuning: Standard (EADGBe)

I m really liking Charlie s new solo stuff, nice and acoustic, but there are no
tabs at
all on here! So I decided to do one for the new single. Might do a few others
off the
free EP in a while. This probably isn t perfect, especially since I ve taken it
mostly 
from the demo version. Anyway...
See at the bottom for the weird chords in the chorus. And listen to the song for
the
rhythms, they change quite a lot throughout the song.
http://www.charliesimpsonmusic.com/

Intro (hammer on the Em chord the second time):
Em Em D C x2

Verse (same as Intro):
Em Em D C x8

There are too many people in this world
Trying to shout their names
How am I supposed to know where to run?
But I don t know who s to blame
And I give people something along the way
Is it OK to be afraid of love if you don t understand it?

Chorus (some of these chords are a bit iffy):
Em C G Eb* (Em* D*) G
D5 Csus4 x2

And the nights are so long without you
And the days speed up,
My god I ll never let go of you now
Cause some things are not worth changing
My heart swells to the size of an orchid
It takes the rest of my heart with it
Going down down down...
But I m never going back home

Verse again:



We ve sent people into space without even really knowing
If there ever gonna come back down
And there are people asking
Just where I am,
Is it ok to be afraid of hope if you don t know how to keep it?

Chorus again (stop at the start of the repeat, come back in on the G):

And the nights are so long without you
And the days speed up,
My god I just can t lose you now
But things are about to change
My heart swells to the size of an orchid
It takes the rest of my heart with it
Going down down down...
But I m neverrrrr going back home

Break:
G G D C

Outro:
G D Em C

If people on Earth could just get together
Then maybe we could find a place for each other
If people on Earth could just stand together
Then maybe we could find a place for each other

If people on Earth could just get together again
Maybe we could find a place for each other
If people on Earth could just get together again
Maybe we could find a place for each other now...

Finish on G

Weird Chords:
   Eb* Em*  D*  D5  Csus4
e|--x---7---x---5---3--|
B|--0---8---x---3---3--|
G|--8---9---9---2---0--|
D|--5---9---7---0---2--|
A|--6---7---5---x---3--|
E|--x---x---x---x---x--|

Thar you go.


